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Citadon Collaboration Workspaces (CW) provide a secure 
online environment in which project team members from 
multiple organizations can share and collaborate on 
documents and participate in business processes, 
regardless of location or time zone.  
 
Creating, sharing, reviewing, and publishing documents  
between, employees, suppliers, and business partners has 
typically operated outside of most transactional systems.  
As a result, key documents that relate to key business 
processes and transactions are not easily accessible to 
users.   
 
Citadon's document management functionality can be 
integrated with Netsuite, allowing users to add documents 
directly into Netsuite from a Citadon workspace.   Your 
entire organization can now access critical project 
documents faster without ever leaving the Netsuite 
application.   
 
Learn How This Integration Will Provide: 
• 24 X 7 access to a repository that contains the most-up-

to-date documents  
• Greater document management capabilities like 

document mark-up and revision management not 
currently available within Netsuite 

 

Integration Overview 
No client integration work is required to upload and access 
documents from a Citadon CW workspace.   Any kind of 
document or digital file can be uploaded to a workspace. 
Since Citadon CW incorporates a built-in viewer, 
documents can be uploaded in their native format without 
converting them to PDF or HTML for online viewing. 
Viewing is supported for over 250 file types, including CAD 
formats.  
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Citadon APIs are leveraged to enable Netsuite users to 
take advantage of additional document management 
capabilities within the Netsuite application.  Users can 
create, delete, save, modify and merge markups, 
comments and annotations, and the system keeps a 
complete history of who made the annotations and when.  
Other document management capabilities including version 
and revision management, Lock/Unlock and Check 
In/Check Out functions are also available. The ability to 
create empty documents as placeholders for future content 
and the ability to organize collections of information through 
binders extend your collaborative potential.  
 


